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Because I live in the middle east, I've used it
on my phone traveling there. But, it did not

work very well. Every time I had to look at the
phone screen and it takes time to lock the
screen, it would freeze and it would take

forever for it to lock the screen. My lagging is
very severe and I do not have these problems
when I was using NAVIGON. Also, it took a long

time to load up. The map did not load up
correctly in some cities, in others I couldn't
zoom in or out. I liked the GPS, but not the
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map as it was too laggy. I switched to Apple
maps after using NAVIGON for a week and it
was much more responsive. So, I would think
you guys should make sure your maps and

GPS are accurate in that part of the world. It
took way too long to load up. I'm really

disappointed with NAVIGON. I just wanted to
see where I was going. After 2 weeks, I finally
gave it up. i loved navigon and it was perfect

until the update i was forced to use the google
maps navigation system which after a week of
using became glitchy, the over all navigation
became highly complicated and i found that
you have to use the settings on the google

maps program which are very not user
friendly.also,their exit system is very poor just
like other mapping systems so if you have to
exit your vehicle, you will have to set a new

destination which isnt very convenient.
Usually I love Navigon software, but recently,

the update has made me switch to Google
Maps for IOS. I use Navigon in other countries,

so its unusable. It's the only Navigon app I
haven't tried other maps for. I'm going to give
Google Maps for IOS a try, just to find out how

it works.
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for this review, weve used the macos and ios
apps. both apps are easy to install and setup.

both apps proved easy-to-use, with one-
click/tap access to encrypted protection for
your online activities. while ivacy vpn offers
the ability to connect to any server in their

global server network with just a few clicks of
the mouse or taps of your finger, they also
offer quick connections for specific online

activities, such as streaming, file sharing, and
unblocking content. and here we have another

useful tool for those of you who use your
smartphone for navigation. by connecting your
mobile phone to the software, you can stream
live content from the internet. first, you must
install an app on your phone and register it. if

you want to use navigon as an app, you
should be installed on your mobile device. you
can also see the icon of the app on the main
screen of your mobile phone. it has a large
number of functions. it can also be used to
play games. in order to connect to navigon,
you need to install a vpn application that is
compatible with your mobile phone. in this

case, i used the free app vpn by expressvpn.
once installed, launch it and connect to the

desired server in your network. to connect to
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navigon, you must connect your mobile phone
with navigon. first, you should install the

navigon app. once installed, you can see the
icon of the app on the main screen of your

mobile phone. the last step is to register and
launch the app on your mobile phone. i do

understand you are very unhappy, however, i
will ask for your feedback to the navigon team

and get it back to you. in the meantime, i
would like to ask you to install the navigon
app again and restart your phone. in the

meantime we will check for a solution for this
problem. 5ec8ef588b
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